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 Corner Helmet Shelf
SPCHH

Dimensions:  12”H x 14”W x 15.5”D
Mill finish aluminum shelf fits in a corner and offers the ability to store 
two helmets while utilizing as little wall space as possible. Secure 
helmets, gloves and hang clothing with convenience and ease.

Tubular Gear Rack
SP48HR

Dimensions:  12.5”H 16.5”W 50”L
High polished stainless steel gear rack is designed to make helmets, 
duffle bags, packs and kits easier to stow. Hang items from the strong 
tubular bars as well. This 48” durable shelf gives you options for 
storing gear. 

2-Helmet Shelf
SP280HSA

Dimensions:  7”H x 28”W x 15”D
Store and protect the things that protect you. Aluminum shelf designed 
to hold helmets, goggles, shoes, gloves and uniforms. Removable 
hanging bar aids organization. Mount it high to maximize storage 
capacity. 

Single Helmet Shelf
SP1HS

Dimensions:  7”H x 14”W x 15”D
A smaller version of the 2-helmet shelf, this aluminum single helmet 
shelf has the same features as its counterpart, but takes up less 
space. Removable hanging bar provides additional organizational 
options.
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Storage Cabinet 
with Folding Work Tray

SP30CSA - Mill Finish Aluminum 
          with mirror polished door
Dimensions:  30”H x 25.5”W x 9”D
Every shop and trailer needs additional, secure, organized storage, 
and this cabinet provides it. Space for oil, transmission fluid, cleaners, 
lubricants and even a spring loaded paper towel holder that prevents 
unrolling. A fold down tray that rides on nylon bushings for quiet, 
dependable service is perfect for cleaning and repairing small parts.

Button Kit
SP25BK 2.5mm

SP30BK 3.0mm (used for SP45HFTA only)
Set of 4 mounting buttons and screws allow your Tow-Rax® 
product to be used in a variety of locations: garage to trailer and back 
again, as well as inside and outside your trailer. The location possibilities 
are endless.
 

Key Punch Bracket Kit
 SPKPB

Dimensions:  4”H x 2”W x 1”D
Make your favorite Tow-Rax® cabinet mobile by adding brackets to 
cabinets. Mount button kits in your preferred locations and you’re ready 
to go.

Junior Storage Cabinet 
with Folding Work Tray

SPJCA
Dimensions:  22”H x 13”W x 6”D
Mill finish aluminum, button-mount Junior Storage Cabinet with folding 
work tray provides two levels of storage for one-quart oil and aerosol 
cans, a paper towel holder and a fold down work tray. Two key hole 
button mounting kits included for easy removal 
and multiple location use. 
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All Tow-Rax® cabinet doors 
include our latch which does 

not require a pull of the pin 
to close. Hands free, shut-

and-go convenience from the 
engineers at Tow-Rax®!!!
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 Tray with Tool Rack
         SPOTS 
Dimensions:  6.5”H x 5.5”W x 33.5”D
Machined aluminum finish with precision cut and marked rack for 
wrenches and drivers with space for cleaning supplies, aerosol and oil 
cans.

Trimmer Storage & Security Rack
SPDDTR3

Dimensions:  42”W x 53”H x 4”D
Solid steel construction provides stability and theft protection for up to 
three trimmers. Secure trimmers in place without denting, scratching 
or rotating during transport. You can secure all three tools with one 
pad or disc-style lock, yet release a single tool from any of its three 
positions without releasing the others. The unit’s bright green color 
aims to increase visibility for safety, while the powder coated finish and 
stainless steel latches help resist the elements.
(1) SPTRWM Trimmer Rack Wall Mount Bracket
Used to mount rack in enclosed trailer or garage wall. Four brackets 
needed to mount one SPDDTR3 rack.
PSPDDTR3P Replacement Wear Pad Kit (Not Shown)
All pads needed to replace worn, cushioned resting locations on 
SPDDTR3 to prevent jostling and scratching of trimmers.

Tool Cabinet with Tray
SP30ATC

Dimensions:  30”H x 26”W x 4”D
Secure and organize your tools. Tool cabinet provides storage for 
wrenches, sockets, screwdrivers, and a wide assortment of every-day 
use tools. The convenient work tray is ideal for cleaning and repairing 
small parts. All aluminum. (Use SP25BK for mounting. Predrilled holes)

Towel Holder
SPPTH

Dimensions: 4”H x 13.25”W x 4.5”D
This mill finish aluminum holder keeps your paper towels neat, clean 
and easily accessible. Unit is equipped with a spring-loaded rod to 
help prevent unrolling during travel.
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Wheel Chock
SPWM (includes SPWFKW - see B below)

Black Powder-coated Steel with Wood Surface 
Mounting System

SPWC (includes SPWFKW - see B below)
Chromed Steel with Wood Surface Mounting System
SPWC3BT (includes PH2770 - see B below)
Chromed Steel with Multi-Surface Mounting System
Tubular construction makes this wheel chock the strongest around. 
Keyhole slots make removal and storage easy. Tapered design 
stabilizes up to 6.5” tires. Mounting hardware available for multiple 
surfaces (see B for mounting options).

Three-point Mount System
Three different sets available to suit your application needs. 

(1) SPWFKW Wood Surface Mounting System
Includes three screws and togglers ideal for wood mounting.
(2) PH2770 Multi-Surface Mounting System
Combines wood floor insert with a 2” top disk secured with 
additional, included screws.
(3) SPWFKM Metal Surface Mounting System
Includes three screws and togglers ideal for metal mounting.

4-Bottle Nitrous Rack
SPNR4

Dimensions: 13”H x 29.5”W x 7.5”D 

2-Bottle Nitrous Rack
SPNR2
Dimensions: 13” H x 15”W x 7.5”D 
Keep safe by preventing tanks from rolling around on the way to the 
track with a mill finish aluminum nitrous rack. Also useful for storing 
acetylene, nitrogen and scuba tanks. This rack can double as a use-
ful storage bin when not used for tanks. 

Battery Box
SP12B  SP12BP 

12” Box Mill Finish 12” Box Polished Finish

SP14B  SP14BP
14” Box Mill Finish 14” Box Polished Finish
Give your battery extra protection and reduce under hood clutter 
with this rugged aluminum battery box. Featuring a sealed design 
with external vent tube, box comes complete with mounting rods, 
mounting rod brackets and stainless steel lock nuts. 
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Junior Oil Cabinet
SP180CSA

Dimensions:  17.5”H x 16”W x 5.5”D
Mill finish aluminum junior cabinet designed to hold and organize 
2 rows of 6 one-quart bottles of oil. Most aerosol cans and spray 
bottles fit this cabinet as well.

Combo Cabinet
SP36CCA 

Dimensions:  35”H x 23”W x 9”D
Mill finish aluminum Combo Cabinet provides storage for all your 
fluids and lubricants. Top shelf designed for aerosol cans, middle 
shelf holds one-quart containers, and bottom shelf is perfect for 
gallon containers.

Cup Holder
SP2CH

Dimensions:  5.25”H x 8”W x 4.25”D
Mill finish aluminum cup holder has two 3” openings for cans/cups.

Aerosol Can Utility Tray
SP12AT

Dimensions:  4”H x 33.5”W x 4”D
Handy mill finish aluminum tray holds up to 12 standard aerosol 
cans as well as other items that are easily misplaced. Helps 
eliminate clutter. 

Air Tool Holder
SPATH 

Dimensions:  1.75”H x 17.5”W x 5.5”D
Keep air tools handy with this powder coated steel rack that lets up 
to nine air tools hang out and stay organized.

6-Can Black Aerosol Holder
SP6AT 

Dimensions:  5.5”H x 3.25”W x 21.5”D
Avoid piling aerosol cans where the nozzle can accidentally be 
pressed. Store up to six 3” diameter cans upright and out of the 
way.
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Single Point Tie Down
SP1DTAB

Dimensions:  1.65”D x .42”H
Round anchor point fits in tight spaces where there may not be 
enough room for tracks. Two pre-drilled holes make installation 
fast and easy.

Single Stud Tie Down
SPSSTD

Load Capacity: 4,000 lbs. vertical
   2,000 lbs. horizontal
Spring loaded track fitting for use with any of the Tow-Rax® wall/
floor tracks or SP1DTAB.

Double Stud Tie Down
SPSSTD225

Load Capacity: 6,000 lbs. vertical
   2,000 lbs. horizontal
This double-stud mechanism locks into tow track holes for a secure 
fit in any of the Tow-Rax® wall/floor tracks. (Cannot be used with 
SP1DTAB.)

Aluminum L-Series “L” Track
SP6LTAB SP12LTAB   SP18LTAB

 6” Length 12” Length   18” Length
Dimensions:  0.42”H x 1.2”W
SPLTE - Protective End Cap

Aluminum O-Series Domed Track
SP6DTAB SP12DTAB   SP18DTAB

 6” Length 12” Length   18” Length
Dimensions:  0.43”H x 2”W  
SPDE - Protective End Cap

Aluminum Tapered Track - Black
SP6TAB SP12TAB   SP18TAB

 6” Length 12” Length   18” Length
Aluminum Tapered Track - Mill Finish
 SP24TA SP72TA   
 24” Length 72” Length   
Dimensions:  0.47”H x 2.5”W  
SPPGF - Protective End Cap
All tracks are made of sturdy aluminum and can be used for floor or 
wall installation. Counter-sunk holes are distributed across length for 
easy mounting. (Mounting screws not included.)
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12V Air Compressor
AC12V3

Dimensions: 18”H x 20.5”W x 8.5”D
1.70 CFM @90 PSI / 2.55 CFM @ 60 PSI
Ready to work in 90 seconds, this 12 volt portable air compressor 
features a 3 gallon tank, 3/4 horse power motor and vibration 
dampening feet. 

Tire Storage Rack 
SPTSR

Outside: 28” H x 30”D (adjustable width from 34.5”-62.5”)
Capacity Width: 52” / Track: 65” / Wheel size: up to 22” 
Mount this adjustable, powder coated steel unit high on the wall 
as a space saving storage solution for your garage, shop or trailer. 
Telescoping rod expands and contracts to accommodate wide or 
narrow widths. Rated to hold up to 400 lbs. (requires additional 
mounting hardware for trailer mounting - not included)

Hose Reel
HR3825

Dimensions: 17.5”H x 14”W x 6.25”D
Industrial hose reel features a 25’ long, 3/8” diameter hose with 
spring-driven drum allowing for automatic rewind. Locking ratchet 
also allows users to maintain any desired length during use.

Compressor/Reel Kit
AC12V3PK
Kit includes everything you need to mount inside your trailer, garage 
or shop: air compressor, hose reel, 50 amp breaker and compressor-
to-reel hose.

Light Bucket
SPRLB2 (Polished Outer Face Light Bucket for use with  

        PWLS110V50W light)

SPRLB2L (Light Bucket Kit includes PWLS110V50W light)
Bucket Dimensions: 11.625” H x 12.625”W x 5.625”D
PWLS110V50W 50 watt, 110-130v LED light
Recessed light bucket offers a convenient lighting solution, while 
maintaining overall trailer width. Can be used with or without interior 
trim ring for that finished look.  (mounting bezel included)

Cord Hanger
SPSCBA

Dimensions: 4”H x 6”W x 4”D
Tow-Rax® mill finish aluminum cord hangers neatly store most types 
of cords, hoses and cables up to 100 ft. Mounts virtually anywhere.

Air Gauge Holder
SPSAGHA

Dimensions: 3.5”H x 4”W x 2.13”D
Store your air pressure gauge by slipping it into this convenient mill 
finish aluminum holder. Mount it to the wall of your trailer, shop or 
garage for easy access

Flashlight Holder
SP135FLHOA (Flashlight not included)

Dimensions: 5.5”H x 3”W x 3”D
Another perfect addition to the home, garage or trailer, our mill finish 
aluminum flashlight holder is lightweight and convenient. It can be 
installed virtually anywhere.
 

Tear-away Stuff Pack
SP10SP (Tools not included)

Dimensions: 10”W x 6”H
Finally, a convenient place to store your stuff while you work. Made 
of durable woven nylon, this pack features two zipper pockets to 
store tools, cell phones, etc. A 2” wide adhesive hook and loop 
closure and a carabineer latch mean this pack can be attached 
virtually anywhere.

Strap Track
SP26AST

Mill finish aluminum strap track securely stores long, unwieldy 
items such as brooms, ramps, tables, etc. These strap tracks 
allow vertical storage; saving precious floor space. Available in 26” 
lengths.
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Brackets
(1) SP35SBA

Dimensions: 4” H x 4”W x 2.5”D

(2) SP1025DBA
Dimensions: 3.5”H x 10.5”W x 2.5”D

(3) SPHHA
Dimensions: 4”H x 4”W x 5”D
Brackets and hangers keep important items at your finger 
tips. Tape, small cords, goggles, helmets, hoses, etc., 
easily hang on these mill finish aluminum brackets offering 
organization and convenience.

Strap Hanger
SP8SHA

Dimensions: 4”H x 3.5”W x 8”L

SP25SHA
Dimensions: 4”H x 3.5”W x 17”L
No more tangled or lost straps! Tow-Rax® strap hangers 
are the perfect solution to those frustrating, knotted bungee 
cords and straps. Mill finish aluminum units available in 8” 
and 17” sizes.

Glove Dispenser
SPGD

Dimensions:  5.1”H x 10”W x 3.3”D
Keep disposable gloves handy. This aluminum finish dispenser holds 
100-count box with 4.75” H x 9.5”W x 3”D dimensions.
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A  Folding Table
SP45HFTA

Dimensions:  13”H x 45.5”W x 18.5”D
Mill finish aluminum table folds to approximately 4” from the wall, yet 
provides almost 6 sq. ft. of workspace in its upright position. Has a 
working capacity of 100 lbs., securely locks in place while in use, yet 
can be easily removed. Addition of exterior mounting buttons allows 
use in multiple locations. Mounts on 32” centers.
(2 sets of buttons are included for multiple mounting # SP30BK only.) 

Jack Mounts
SPJSTAL

Dimensions:  2.5”H x 2”W x 16”D
Hydraulic floor jack rack stays secured while in transport. No 
worries about where your “little wrecking ball” (floor jack) will go 
while you travel from point A to B. Mill finish aluminum jack rack 
holds jack wheels up to 4” in diameter. Sold as a pair.

Oil Rack/Utility Bin
SP31TB

Dimensions:  5”H x 5.5”W x 31”L
Store fluid bottles out of the way with this mill finish aluminum 
unit. Easily holds oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid, paint cans, 
cleaning supplies and much, much more. 

Propane/Fuel Jug Rack
SP2BRA (2 jug)

Dimensions:  12”H x 25.5”W x 12.5”D

SP4BRA (4 jug)
Dimensions:  12”H x 51”W x 12.5”D

Safely stores fuel jugs and/or propane bottles. Mill finish 
aluminum rack eliminates sliding and minimizes chance of 
dangerous spills. Screws to trailer wall for security. 
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MODEL DOTLiner® QuickLiner® QuickCover® AirPlus® AirMax®

15” 5 Lug or 6 Lug single wheel NST15 GQST50

16” X 6” single wheel w/ 1/2” & 9/16” studs NST06 GQST60 QC160A**

16.5” X 6.75” single wheel w/ 1/2” & 9/16” 
studs 

NST06

16” 8 lug dual wheel w/ 5/8” Studs NDT165 GQT60** QC160A** AP3/AP4 AML1*

16.5” 8 lug dual wheel w/ 5/8” Studs NDT165 AP3/AP4 AML1*

17.5” X 6.75” single wheel w/ 5/8” studs GDST175 QC175R / QCT175

17.5” X 6.00” single wheel w/ 5/8” studs 
Armstrong wheels

QC175R / QCT175

17.5” X 8.25” single wheel w/ 5/8” studs QC175R / QCT175

17.5” 6 Lug  dual wheel 2 Hand Hole QC175R / QCT175 AP3/AP4 AMH1*

17.5” 8 Lug dual wheel 4 Hand Hole QC175R / QCT175

17.5” 10 Lug dual wheel 2 Hand Hole QC175R / QCT175

D.O.T. Liner® = Bolts on without removing the wheel lugnuts.
QuickLiner® = Secure snap-on with no lugnut removal required.
QuickCover® = universal no lugnut removal, ring-mount simulator. 

GQT60

NDT165
GDST175

GQST60

GQST50

QC160A
QCT175

Trailer 
Simulators

  * AirMax® only fits DOTLiner®

 ** Will not fit BUDD brand wheels

Hubcovers For Trailers
Manufactured from temperature-stable plastic for years of 
durable service, QuickTrim® hubcovers are the preferred 
alternative for providing the finished look on trailer wheels. 

Lugnut for Aluminum 
Wheel QuickTrim® 
Applications
Custom-made lugnut 
designed for aluminum wheel 
applications. External notches 
provide multiple hubcover 
mounting points.

PQT50LNAD 
1/2” trailer lugnut

CHROME ABS HUBCOVERS

QT545CHS
5 lug on 4.5” bolt circle hubcover
(1 5/8” emblem indent)

QT550CH4 
5 lug on 5” bolt circle hubcover
(2.75” emblem indent) with 13/16” 
hex lugnuts

QT545CHN 
5 lug on 4.5” bolt circle
hubcover
(2.75” emblem indent)

QT765CHN 
8 lug on 6.5” bolt circle hubcover
(7K axle) with 13/16” lugnut hex

QT865CHN 
8 lug on 6.5” bolt circle hubcover  
(8K axle) with 7/8” lugnut hex

QT965CHN 
8 lug on 6.5” bolt circle hubcover  
(9K-10K axle) with 5/8” lug stud
pop-out center (2.75” emblem indent)

QT655CHN
6 lug on 5.5” bolt circle hubcover
(2.75” emblem indent)

QT545CH4 
5 lug on 4.5” bolt circle hubcover
(2.75” emblem indent) with 13/16”
hex lugnuts

BLACK ABS HUBCOVERS
QT545BHS 
     5 lug on 4.5” bolt circle hubcover
QT655BHN
     6 lug on 5.5” bolt circle hubcover
QT765BHN 
     8 lug on 6.5” bolt circle hubcover  
     (7K axle) with 13/16” lugnut hex

WHITE ABS HUBCOVERS
QT545WHS   
    5 lug on 4.5” bolt circle hubcover

QT655WHN        
    6 on 5.5” bolt circle hubcover

Chrome ABS Wheel Covers

QT544CLO    14” chrome ABS, 5 lug on 4.5” 
bolt circle (use with QT545CHS, QT545CHN & QT545CH4)

QT545CLO 15” chrome ABS, 5 lug on 4.5”
bolt circle (use with QT545CHS, QT545CHN & QT545CH4)

QT655CLO    15” chrome ABS, 6 lug on
5.5” bolt circle (use with QT655CHN & QT550CH4)

QT6556CLO    16” chrome ABS, 6 lug on
5.5” bolt circle (use with QT655CHN & QT550CH4)

QT865CLO 16” chrome ABS, 8 lug on 6.5” 
bolt circle (use with QT765CHN & QT865CHN)

ABS wheel cover installed with QuickTrim® hubcover gives the 
look of an aluminum wheel while maintaining the 

strength of the factory steel wheel.

Chrome ABS Trim Rings
1403 14” trim rings
1503  15” trim rings
1603  16” trim rings

*all sets of 4

Two per wheel 
recommended for 
proper QuickTrim® 

hubcover attachment

Phoenix™ USA, Inc. Phone 931.526.6128 • Fax 931.526.1795

NST15

NST06

1312 Phoenix™ USA, Inc. Phone 931.526.6128 • Fax 931.526.1795

6-Lug Chrome 
ABS Hubcover

Chrome ABS Wheel Cover
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QT8CHM*
8”
5-spoke 
mag style

QT12CHB*
12”, 8-hole
beadlock style

QT10CHB*
10”, 8-hole
beadlock style

QT8CHB*
8”, 8-hole
beadlock style

* Fits most standard mower 
rear wheels, spring clip 

retention.

QT6CHBH
6”, 8-hole
beadlock 

style

QT8CH
8”

sawblade style

Chrome ABS Golf Cart, 
ATV/UTV and Zero Turn 
Mower Wheel Covers

After

Before

QT6CHM*
6”, 5-spoke 
mag style

LED Light Strip

Mini Emergency Lighting

ABS Chrome Screwless 
Grommet Mount Light Bezels

• High output LED lights
• weather resistant
• built in On/Off switch
• includes two snap-fit mounting brackets

PLSL06
6” L x 3/8” H x 5/8” W

PLSL12
12” L x 3/8” H x 5/8” W

PLSL24
23.6” L x 3/8” H x 5/8” W

PLSL36
35.4” L x 3/8” H x 5/8” W

PLSL48
47.2” L x 3/8” H x 5/8” W

100 Series Round 
Work Light

Mini LED Warning Light Bar

PWLR100
• 6 high intensity LED diodes
• 750+ lumen
• 18 watt
• 10-30v
• 4.6” x 4.6” x 1.7”

• 12 flash patterns
• 3.35” L x 1” W x 0.65” H

After

Before

PLSLC
Replacement 
mounting brackets
34” L x 5/8” W x 3/8” H

Lighting 
Accessories

• 24 high-output LEDs
• 7 flash patterns
• heavy-duty magnetic mount
• high strength, impact resistant polycarbonate lens and 

base
• lower current draw
• includes 12ft power cord, 12v plug with double switch
• operational temperature range:
   -30° C to 50° C (-22° F to +122° F)
• 11” x 6.5” x 2”

PB1106AMS

(side view)

BEFORE

AFTER

(bottom view)

PH4871
2” round bezel

PELMS3W
3 LED, White

PELMS3R
3 LED, Red

PELMS3A
3 LED, Amber

PELMS6A
6 LED, Amber

PH4872
2.5” round bezel

PH4873
4” round bezel

PH4874
6”oval bezel



Manufactured from high grade aluminum and stainless steel, the Tow-Rax® line 
of storage solution products includes cabinets, hangers, shelves and racks that 
are tough, light weight, durable and functional as well as designed to save 
valuable space in your garage, shop, toy hauler, RV or trailer. If your toys are 
important to you, Tow-Rax® is your space-saving storage solution.

Visit our online home at www.towrax.com for even more products for your 
trailer, shop and garage. Make sure the outside of your trailer looks as great as 
the inside with a visit to our parent site www.phoenixusa.com for all your wheel 
simulator, hub cover, and exterior body accessory needs.

931.526.6128     •    www.towrax.com
51 E. Borden Street, Cookeville, TN 38501 • F: 800.877.6128 • E: info@towrax.com
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